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"Insanely magnificent. The layers of corruption, the dark suspense, the unexpected twists and turns

related to the multiple alien races, the family betrayals, the love...it was beyond anything I've known

as a reader."  â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…  ReviewerTHE TRUTH CAN'T HIDE FOREVER To protect

Logan, I have no choice but to deceive him. But Iâ€™m not the only one hiding the truth.Will our love

survive all the secrets and lies?Enemy alien ships crowd the skies over Earth while the world waits

with bated breath. The Saven have been exposed, and where once they were abhorred, they are

now championed as our greatest ally and our only possible savior.Logan and Sadie have been

separated, and the longer he is gone, the more their love is tested by duty, doubts, and

deception.Sadie and Jarod have infiltrated the highest levels of government, but they are playing a

dangerous game. Surrounded by people with conflicting agendasâ€”hell-bent on using her for their

own aimâ€”Sadie is confused when the lines between good and evil are blurred. Itâ€™s impossible

to tell friend from foe, and no one can be trusted.When the full extent of the experiments taking

place in Sector Twenty is disclosed, Sadie can no longer sit back and watch as the lower classes

face a horrific fate. Racing to save her loved ones and mankind, she risks her own safety and the

love sheâ€™s waited a lifetime for to do the right thing.But no one thought to save her from

herself.PRAISE FOR SAVEN DISCLOSURE"Prepare to fall in love with these characters, get

caught up in an intergalactic war, and discover new and exciting worlds." A Leisure Moment"This

skillfully penned story had my heart stalling with its thrilling plot, epic love, and vivid journey to

different worlds." T.J. Loves to Read"Disclosure ROCKED it out - romance, action, plot - Siobhan

Davis SHINES in this book. This is the series she was destined to write..." Mandy. Schuyler Central

High School Library "A perfect sequel ... exciting and thrilling. The plot has so many twists and turns

that kept me engaged throughout." Dreamy Addictions"Another can't put down, can't stop reading,

no sleep book! A truly engrossing story." I Have A Book Obsession"Siobhan Davis does it again! A

perfect blend of action and romance." Coxy88"It was like V mixed with Taken."  Kim. Goodreads

reviewer"This book was full of action and twists and turns ... couldn't put it down!"  Karen.

Goodreads Reviewer "Wow ... Siobhan kept me on the edge of my seat for days." Wanda.

Goodreads Reviewer"Incredible ... I am anxiously awaiting the next in the series."  Dana.

Goodreads Reviewer "If there were more than 5 stars to give, I would give them." Myndi. Goodreads

Reviewer"I loved the story, the alien history, the action, and the tangled relationships." Jennifer.

Goodreads Reviewer"O.M.G. I was not expecting this book to go as it did, but I LOVED it." Tera.

Goodreads Reviewer"Really looking forward to the next gripping instalment." Lea. Goodreads

Reviewer"A great series ... I enjoy the love included in the storyline so it's not just Sci-fi alien stuff!"



Gina. Goodreads ReviewerBOOKS IN THIS SERIES Saven Deception Saven Disclosure Saven

Denial^ Saven DefianceThe Heir and the Human Saven Deliverance^This is an essential read if you

intend to continue the series. Note from the Author: This series is written in US English.

Recommended Reading Age: 15+Fully completed series.This is not a standalone read and there is

a major cliff hanger.
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Another MUST READ novel by Siobhan Davis! Highly recommend for lovers of romance with

futuristic/sci-fi plots.This is the second novel that I have read by Siobhan Davis, and it did not

disappoint! I was nervous that I loved the first book in the Saven series so much that I might have

set my expectations too high for this release, but I was blown away by how much I continue to love



this series!You really got to see so much more of what was happening behind the scenes for Logan

by the time this novel ended. Him and Sadie were keeping so many things from each other, and not

to hurt each other, really just trying to protect the other person and ease their burdens. I was so

relieved when those things came to a head and were spoken to each other. It released so much of

the tension and apprehension I was feeling throughout the novel. I really love both Logan and

Sadie's characters SO much. Despite each one's faults and weaknesses, they make such an

amazing match and their Eterno connection makes it such a swoon worthy romance. They just can't

get enough of each other, just being near each other, that it makes the romance that much better. I

loved all the details in the book, but every time these two were apart, I kept having to read more and

more until they were together again.It took every ounce of my patience to deal with Haydn by the

end of this book. I know he meant well and has clearly gotten enough of his conscience and been

around humans long enough to realize that he's missing out on some great opportunities;

HOWEVER, go mack on someone else's girl, Haydn! I know him and Sadie were spending a lot of

time together, and believe me, I get how they developed a closer connection when Logan was

absent (side note: extremely annoying from a girl's perspective that Logan was tied up so much),

but I felt like Haydn was crossing some lines. It's neither here nor there though; I still like his

character overall and feel bad for his limitations due to the royal guard.I was pleasantly surprised by

how much I started to like Jarod and Vin. I was happy to NOT see so much of Dante. And I hope in

the next book I perhaps get to see more of Neve (with Alex and Fern & Rylan).Adding Dali to this

novel was an exquisite addition. I like the depth and perspective Dalitza provided on the Amaretti,

and I was hoping to see her appear again near the end of this book, but perhaps later again in the

series? I liked the way she got to know Sadie, and while I guessed it might be her at first on Amaro,

I really wasn't sure until it was confirmed.Griselda is obviously a force to be reckoned with, and we

will undoubtedly be seeing more of her and the Tor in the following book. Man was she nasty! I had

always suspected something was going on and Sadie wasn't human (obviously since she seemed

like such an anomaly, but mainly because of the dreams and whispers throughout the books-well

done with foreshadowing, Ms. Davis), but I didn't see that ending coming! What a way to wrap

things up...but yet, leave us hanging...And wanting SO. MUCH. MORE.As I said with the first book,

this one is the perfect length. I love these novels so much, and they are put together more fluidly

than books I've read in awhile, that I could read on and on for days. Absolutely cannot wait to

continue this Saven series with the next book, and the end of this ARC said there will be a novella

released soon as well, so I'll be impatiently waiting for it.Romance: clean for the most part; intense

kissing and mentions of things starting to heat up further, but no sex. There is talk of sex in terms of



how it relates to the human to alien conscience transfer and the Eterno connection.Language: mild

profanity, similar to first novel, was able to easily read through/past it**Disclaimer: I have received

this book as an advanced reader copy from the author in exchange for a honest review.**

I'm going to start by saying that I'm totally hooked on this series and I just cannot get enough of

these alien guys. lol I mean if that's how aliens look like, they can come down right now. You don't

believe me? Well, you can start by reading book one: The Saven Deception and then read this one

(which just got better than the first one) and then come and talk to me about it; I actually don't know

which of the guys is hotter...Logan? Haydn? AH and Siobhan just keeps on introducing more of

them, I'm going to die of heart palpitations. :)Sadie is back on Earth but enemy alien ships crowd the

skies and the whole world is just patiently waiting to see what will happen. The humans know about

the Saven and now they are our greatest ally and our only possible savior.Sadie is working with the

VP and while work occupies pretty much all her day, she cannot stop thinking and missing Logan.

They have been separated, Logan is gone on a political mission to try to get the enemy aliens to

back off from Earth and save not only Earth but possible the Galaxy.While been separated Sadie is

confused about everything and everyone, she and Jarod are together again on a very possible

dangerous game and while in this game they start questioning if that was the right decision. The

lines between good and evil are starting to get very thin and scary.When the Sector Twenty

experiments is disclosed and the people there are at risk, Sadie takes action into her own hands

and she races to save her loved ones and the mankind, she risks her own safety and doing what

she's waited her lifetime; to do the right thing, but she never thought about saving her from

herself.This book? Holly crap, it started off going in the right direction, in my opinion of course,

Sadie is as bad-ass as the first book and she wants to be involve in saving mankind and I love her

for that. And in this book I loved how Haydn spend everyday training her on self defense and

teaching her how to kick butt, loved it, totally came in handy multiply times throughout the book.

Logan? He was just as amazing this book as the first one, he kept putting Sadie as first priority all

the time and not only was worried to save his planet as he was also worried about saving Earth.

Let's not forget that he is a hottie :)But what I didn't see coming was the ending of the book and the

big and huge twist, I mean did you see that coming? When I read that last page I just stayed there

open mouthed and didn't know what to do with myself for a few minutes. WTH? Great job Siobhan,

you just out did yourself and killed me with that ending. lolI gave this book 5 out of 5 stars and

cannot recommend it enough. LOVE it.



I loved this book and feel it was a great continuation upon the first one in the series. Sadie Owens

seems to come across a lot of enemies in this book while trying to keep everyone she loves safe.

Everything she believes in seems to push her further and further away from the love of her life. I

wonder how she will mend things with Logan after the unexpected end to this book. I was glued to it

from page one, I can't wait for the next book to come out, I am even excited for 2.5. I am counting

every day.Ever since I read the True Calling series and now the Saven Series she has become one

of my favorite authors, going forward I plan on reading every book she publishes.Disclosure: I

received an ARC from the author in exchange for my honest review. This has not altered my opinion

nor have I been compensated in any way.
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